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DePooter, Stephen

From: Sharif Hussein <sharif.hussein@cns-inc.com>

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 3:49 PM

To: DePooter, Stephen

Cc: Parker, Karen (DCH); Dietz, Eppie; Mcgrath, Karon

Subject: Re: Items from Thursday's call

Thanks Steve. 

 

We have started working on the presentation and have formulated the framework for the presentation. 

 

I will send everybody on Thursday a high level overview of the framework to provide feedback prior to completing the 

presentation draft. 

 

In addition, you referenced the Netlogix presentation in Boston. Could you please forward this as well to extract the 

salient points that have been already presented to CMS. 

Cheers 

 

Sharif Hussein 

Senior Vice President 

Sent from my iPad 

 

On Jan 28, 2013, at 15:48, "DePooter, Stephen" <Stephen.DePooter@illinois.gov> wrote: 

All,  

  

As we discussed Thursday last week, attached was my first presentation to executive staff including 

Governor's office in Illinois around March of last year.  The high level concepts are still pretty true and I 

think the story has been clarified greatly over the last year.  This was obviously told from an Illinois 

centric perspective and we need to be sure to mold the new story into one that includes benefits both 

for both states so it appeals to both state specific audiences as well as the Feds.  I think the Boston 

MESC presentation Netlogix created would also be another document which could lend value to the 

final presentation. 

  

I am also including the Decision Memo we used internally to validate the need to move forward with the 

Michigan Alliance which may add to the discussion.  In addition, I am including our Annual Report 

section regarding the MMIS we include to the Legislature regarding our MMIS upgrade project in case 

any verbiage there may be useful.   

  

Best,  

  

Stephen 

  

Stephen F. DePooter|Chief Information Officer|Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family 

Services|office 217-557-9766|cell 217-220-9200 |fax 217-557-9844|Stephen.DePooter@Illinois.gov  

� Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

  

<Decision Memorandum 9 14 12 Michigan - Illinois MMIS Alliance final.docx> 
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<Michigan Alliance.pptx> 

<MMIS Annual Report.docx> 


